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This series’ first installment introduced an approach to solvation dynamics focused on expressing the emission frequency shift (following electronic excitation of, and resulting charge change or redistribution in, a solute) in terms of energy fluxes, a work and power perspective. This approach, which had been previously exploited for rotational and vibrational excitation-induced energy flow, has the novel advantage of providing a quantitative view and understanding of the molecular level mechanisms involved in the solvation dynamics, via tracing of the energy flow induced by the electronic excitation’s charge change or redistribution in the solute. This new methodology, which was illustrated for the case in which only the excited electronic state surface contributes to the frequency shift (ionization of a monatomic solute in water), is here extended to the general case, in which both the excited and ground electronic states may contribute. Simple monatomic solute model variations allow discussion of the (sometimes surprising) issues involved in assessing each surface’s contribution. The calculation of properly defined energy fluxes/work allows a more complete understanding of the solvation dynamics even when the real work for one of the surfaces does not directly contribute to the frequency shift, an aspect further emphasizing the utility of an energy flux approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In Ref. 1 (hereafter denoted as I) we addressed from a novel work and power perspective the calculation of the time-dependent frequency shift that follows electronic excitation of a chromophore embedded in a solvent, i.e. the time-dependent Stokes shift (TDSS). It was shown for a model system how this shift can be usefully formulated in terms of the flow of excess energy induced by the solute charge change or redistribution resulting from the electronic excitation into solute and solvent configurational degrees of freedom. This approach’s primary benefit is that it provides direct information on the microscopic mechanisms involved in the relaxation beyond the usual but more limited perspective, e.g., the behavior of energy gap time correlation functions. This is an important issue, since TDSS studies have as one key goal the provision of insight for solvation dynamics of relevance for chemical reactions, and the channeling of energy in chemical reaction pathways which depend on translational, rotational, and vibrational modes of the solvent not explicitly revealed in traditional TDSS studies. Several previous reports have shown that this energy flow approach results in a clear-cut understanding of molecular mechanisms involved in rotational/librational and vibrational relaxation of neat liquid water. (The rotations in liquid water are of course hindered rotations, i.e. librations; we will use both appellations).

In our first application of this methodology to the solvation dynamics issue, the system selected for study was extremely simple in its solute choice: a neutral monatomic solute in liquid water that acquires a unit (positive or negative) charge, at fixed solute size, after electronic excitation; in fact, this choice was almost compulsory given extensive previous attention devoted to it. Thanks to this system’s simplicity, the frequency shift is identical to the excited state ion-water solvent Coulomb energy. Consequently, the resulting excess energy’s time variation could be readily expressed in terms of a sum of contributions of work on the solvent (and solute) configurational degrees of freedom. This constitutes the core of the work/power approach, since this additive character allows scrutiny of the different channels for the energy transfer and relaxation that accompany the frequency red shift. The resulting quantitative estimations of the modes of motion/molecules and energy transfer routes involved in the relaxation process, went far beyond the more common indirect and qualitative estimations allowed by normalized equilibrium frequency shift time correlation functions or even nonequilibrium shift simulations. In addition, a number of non-trivial common traits were revealed, including the largely charge-independent relative weights of energy transferred into hindered rotations/translations, or into different body-fixed rotational axes for the rotational channel.

The aforementioned attractive features motivate the investigation of a wider set of systems; this requires generalization of the computational approach in order to take into account that —in contrast to the simple systems studied in I— both electronic surfaces may be characterized by non-zero charge distributions and thus contribute to the frequency shift, which of course is by far the most common occurrence in reality. The frequency shift can
still be expressed in terms of certain work contributions, now with contributions from both the excited and ground states. These two contributions can be calculated via straightforward simulations.

But our aim goes far beyond the simple issue of calculation via simulation; it is to decompose these work contributions in terms of real molecular energy fluxes associated with solvent hindered rotations and translations and to identify actual energy flow paths associated with the frequency shift dynamics, and it is here that a complication arises. Briefly stated, the actual dynamics occurring in the water solvent relaxation subsequent to the excitation is that on the excited electronic state surface, i.e. with the excited electronic state Hamiltonian involving the excited state solvent interacting with the solvent. The first work contribution to the frequency shift explicitly involves the interactions on the excited state solute with the solvent, both governed by those dynamics; the energy flow involved is associated with the real dynamics occurring in the excited state. But a second contribution involves the ground state solute interacting with the solvent, whose evolution is governed by the excited state dynamics, i.e. the dynamics governed by the excited state solute’s charge and not by the ground state solute’s charge. The latter cases’s solute-dynamics mismatch makes the work involved—although mathematically well-defined—a virtual work, as opposed to the real work character of the first contribution in which the solute and dynamics coincide, i.e. are both excited state. Approximately half of this article will be concerned with a detailed analysis of these issues and the construction of an approach such that the virtual work just mentioned is usefully approximated by a real work contribution—that allowing a molecular frequency shift analysis of molecular level energy flow mechanisms associated with both ground and electronic states.

Since the present effort explores the energy flux perspective for the generalized case of excited and ground state participation in solvation dynamics, it is of interest—and will prove instructive—to investigate some idealized scenarios that probe the limits of the methodology. We have already emphasized that some issues that can arise for the frequency shift. Beyond that, a perspective beyond the exclusive focus on that shift can be of interest. Thus, although the dissection of the computed frequency shift in terms of energy fluxes provides a substantial amount of information about the nonequilibrium solvation dynamics, in some cases part of the process might be missing in that shift. This can be illustrated by two examples, now discussed.

In the first example, a charged ground state solute is excited to a neutral solute excited state. The ensuing excited state dynamics involves the solvent evolving in the presence of that neutral solute. But there are no Coulomb forces between the neutral solute and the water solvent, so that this real evolution situation does not govern the frequency shift (which instead is governed by the ground state interactions). A second, although less dramatic, example is provided by the case of a neutral solute that upon excitation acquires a unit charge, i.e. the simple systems of I. While the frequency shift reflects the time evolution of the ion-solvent Coulomb energy on the excited state, in the actual process the solute makes a transition to the neutral ground state in a trajectory, with the emission of a photon of the appropriate frequency. Now there is a solvent relaxation of the ground electronic state: upon this transition, the solvent is in a highly nonequilibrium state vis a vis the ground state solute. Once the solute charge has been switched off, strong uncompensated repulsion forces will remain among the first (and further) shell hydration molecules, and these forces will give rise to fast solvation dynamics. But this solvent relaxation is not directly followed by the frequency shift relaxation, which is governed by the excited state dynamics. Indeed, since there are no direct (now) neutral solute-solvent Coulomb forces, the Coulomb work on that ground state solute vanishes. As will be shown, even this special scenario problem can be handled by monitoring energy fluxes, albeit now involving the total potential energy of the whole system (as opposed to involving solely the solute-solvent Coulomb energy). This approach can also provide an alternative perspective for cases where frequency shift analysis would be regarded as sufficient in a standard perspective. The second half of this contribution focuses on these aspects.

The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In the following section, we briefly summarize the systems and parameters used in the simulations. The analysis of the frequency shift for general systems is described in Sec. III, including approximation of virtual work terms by real work terms, while Sec. IV presents the alternative perspective to solvation dynamics just described. Finally, concluding remarks are offered in Sec. V.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

We again use the simple model systems of the type employed in I. Given the negligible contribution of internal solvent vibrations reported in I, here we only consider the (rigid) SPC/E model for the solvent water molecules. For the solute we have adopted (as in I) the same choices as Tran and Schwartz for ease of comparison. Water-solute interaction consists of a Lennard-Jones interaction identical to the water-water LJ interaction (this water model does not include LJ terms associated with the hydrogens), plus Coulomb interactions which depend on the solute charge (neutral, or positive/negative unit charge).

All simulations have been run with an in-house code for a single solute and 199 water molecules, which for a cutoff distance of half the box length corresponds to an interaction length of 9 Å. The Ewald sum correction has been included for Coulomb forces. The simulations consist of a long trajectory from which initial configurations are sampled. The latter are used for independent separate
nonequilibrium runs, where the solute charge is changed at \( t = 0 \), and along which the quantities of interest are calculated. Temperature control is maintained during the generation of initial configurations, and turned off at each non-equilibrium trajectory’s start. Further details will be reported when required.

An important issue, addressed here and in I, is the extent to which solvation dynamics is collective. In this connection we have found it useful to separate the contribution of the different hydration layers. It was argued in I that it is possible to construct a unique definition of hydration shells which reasonably accommodates rather different structures around the solute, namely those corresponding to neutral and positive/negative ions. The first shell has been defined as enclosing all water molecules up to a maximum distance of 3.9 Å, a radius which on average contains roughly eight water molecules irrespective of the solute charge. For the second shell the distance chosen is 6.0 Å, so that both shells contain a total of roughly thirty water molecules on average.

### III. FREQUENCY SHIFT AND WORK

#### A. Theory

The approach followed in I focused on a monatomic solute which can be in either of two electronic states: a neutral ground state and an excited charged state. Now we are interested in the general case, for which both the ground \((gs)\) and the excited state \((es)\) are characterized by finite charge distributions. The Hamiltonians including the solvent are, respectively,

\[
H_{gs} = K + H_{gs}^0 + H_s + U_{gs,s},
\]

\[
H_{es} = K + H_{es}^0 + H_s + U_{es,s}.
\]

The first two terms correspond in each case to the contribution associated with the unperturbed solute: \(K\) denotes the solute kinetic energy, and \((H_{gs}^0, H_{es}^0)\) are the constant electronic energies in the ground and excited states respectively, so that the unperturbed transition energy is given by

\[
\hbar \omega_0 = H_{es}^0 - H_{gs}^0.
\]

Inclusion of solute internal modes is formally similar to the monatomic solute case, as pointed out below.

Returning to Eqs. 1,2, the solvent kinetic and potential energies are grouped into a single term \( (H_s) \). Finally, the terms \((U_{gs,s}, U_{es,s})\) correspond to the solute-solvent interactions in the solute ground and excited states respectively. In the present model, the interaction is represented by Lennard-Jones \((V^{LJ})\) and Coulomb \((V^c)\) interactions between the solvent molecules and the solute. Assuming throughout that only the Coulomb interactions change upon solute excitation, for a given solvent configuration we will have

\[
\Delta E(t) \equiv H_{es}(t) - H_{gs}(t) = [V_{es,s}^c(t) - V_{gs,s}^c(t)] + \hbar \omega_0,
\]

which shows that, as expected, the instantaneous frequency shift \(\delta \hbar \omega(t) \equiv \Delta E(t) - \hbar \omega_0\) is given solely by the instantaneous energy gap, here the difference in Coulomb energy between the excited \((V_{es,s}^c)\) and ground \((V_{gs,s}^c)\) states. (In order to include solute internal vibrations we would only need to add the difference in the solute’s configurational internal energy between its excited and ground state.)

The time-dependent average frequency shift can thus be determined as a nonequilibrium average \(s(t)\) (denoted by over-bars), computed over a set of trajectories

\[
s(t) \equiv \frac{\delta \hbar \omega(t) - \delta \hbar \omega(\infty)}{\delta \hbar \omega(0) - \delta \hbar \omega(\infty)} = \frac{\Delta V^c(t) - \Delta V^c(\infty)}{\Delta V^c(0) - \Delta V^c(\infty)}.
\]

Consequently, the normalized frequency shift, which is the usual focus of interest, can also be expressed in terms of Coulomb energies as well

\[
S(t) \equiv \frac{\delta \hbar \omega(t) - \delta \hbar \omega(\infty)}{\delta \hbar \omega(0) - \delta \hbar \omega(\infty)} = \frac{\Delta V^c(t) - \Delta V^c(\infty)}{\Delta V^c(0) - \Delta V^c(\infty)}.
\]

We now turn to the relation of the above standard formulation with our power/work/energy flux perspective. As detailed in Refs. 14,15, the motivation for an approach based on the computation of energy fluxes (power) stems from the fact that these fluxes can be disentangled in terms of the contributions from each molecule and its degrees of freedom. We start the formulation by noting that, according to Eq. 5, the frequency shift can be expressed as the time evolution of the Coulomb energy gap \( \Delta V^c(t) \) over nonequilibrium trajectories evolving on the excited state surface. The Hamiltonian that drives this excited state dynamics is (without constant terms)

\[
H = K_{solute} + V_{es,s}^c + V_{LJ}^c + K_{solvent} + U_{solvent},
\]

where the last two terms correspond to the Hamiltonian \(H_s\) in Eqs. 1 and 2.

The time derivative of the quantity of interest \(\langle \delta V^c(t) \rangle\) can be expressed in terms of Poisson brackets\(^{15}\) as

\[
\frac{d\langle \delta V^c(t) \rangle}{dt} = [\delta V^c, H] = [\delta V^c, K] = \sum_i \left( \frac{\partial V_{es,s}^c}{\partial x_i} \frac{\partial K}{\partial p_i} - \frac{\partial V_{gs,s}^c}{\partial x_i} \frac{\partial K}{\partial p_i} \right) = - \sum_i \left( \vec{F}_{es,s}^c \cdot \vec{v}_j - \vec{F}_{gs,s}^c \cdot \vec{v}_j \right),
\]

here the index \(i\) runs over spatial coordinates of all interaction sites, while \(j\) only runs over interactions sites.

The set \(\{ \vec{F}_{es,s}^c \}\) denotes the excited state Coulomb forces on site \(j\), either on the solute or solvent. Note that
this Coulomb force is not the total Coulomb force acting on the site, since it does not include solvent-solvent Coulomb interactions. In addition—and this is the point that differs from our previous discussion in I—we also have now the set of forces \( \{ \vec{F}^{\text{gs}} \} \). These are “virtual” forces since they correspond to the forces that would be exerted when the solute has the charge distribution corresponding to its ground state, but the dynamics of the solvent is that in the excited state, i.e. in the presence of the excited state solute’s charge distribution. This is the solute-solvent dynamics mismatch we discussed in the Introduction, and we discuss it further below.

For the solvation dynamics/relaxation problem focused on the frequency shift dynamics, we need, as required by Eq. 6, the integrated result \( \delta V^c(t) \), which is straightforward from Eq. 8,

\[
\Delta V^c(t) \equiv \delta V^c(t) - \delta V^c(0) = -W^{\text{es}}|^{\text{es}}(t) + W^{\text{gs}}|^{\text{es}}(t), \tag{9}
\]

where the first term \( W^{\text{es}}|^{\text{es}} \) on the rhs corresponds to the real work performed at time \( t \) after the initial ground to excited state transition; the first superscript label indicates that the solute has the exited state \((\text{es})\) charge distribution and the second label \((\text{es})\) indicates that the dynamics is excited state dynamics, i.e. the solvent interacts with the \text{es} solute charge distribution. More explicitly, \( W^{\text{es}}|^{\text{es}}(t) \) is

\[
W^{\text{es}}|^{\text{es}}(t) = \sum_j \int_0^t \vec{F}_j^{\text{es},|^{\text{es}}(t)} \cdot \vec{v}_j \, dt = \sum_j \int_{t_0}^{t_1} \vec{F}_j^{\text{es},|^{\text{es}}(0)} \cdot d\vec{r}_j, \tag{10}
\]

where we have augmented the force notation to read \( \vec{F}_j^{\text{es},|^{\text{es}}(t)} \) in order to indicate this is the \text{es} solute-solvent force with the solvent dynamics being the \text{es} dynamics \((\text{es} \text{portion of the superscript})\). We momentarily pause to note that the increment \( (\Delta V^c(t)) \) defined by Eq. 9 will constitute our main focus of interest since, similarly to what was done in I, it can be easily shown that Eq. 6 for the nonequilibrium averaged and normalized frequency shift can be written

\[
\delta V^c(t) = \frac{\delta V^c(t) - \delta V^c(\infty)}{\delta V^c(0) - \delta V^c(\infty)} = 1 + \frac{\Delta V^c(t)}{\delta V^c(0) - \delta V^c(\infty)}, \tag{11}
\]

which in its second line provides the explicit connection to the nonequilibrium average Coulomb interaction shift, whose numerical evaluation will subsequently be displayed in various figures.

The second term on the rhs of Eq. 9 denotes the virtual work \( W^{\text{gs}}|^{\text{es}} \) involving the virtual force: the work that would be performed for the solute with the ground state \((\text{gs})\) charge distribution (indicated by first superscript label \text{gs}), but evolving along the real excited state trajectory dictated by the solute with its excited state charge distribution (indicated by the second superscript label \text{es}). This mismatch between the solute present and the dynamics involved is in complete contrast to the solute-dynamics consistency for the real work Eq. 10.

We emphasize that, from the purely computational point of view, the computation of both work contributions (real and virtual) to the frequency shift presents no difficulty. However, as stressed in the Introduction, we desire a frequency shift formulation in terms of energy flux terms associated with real solvent rotational and translational motions and energy flow mechanisms. The real work, Eq. 10, can be so decomposed directly, but an approximation for the virtual work in Eq. 9 in terms of a real work is required to effect such a decomposition; the approximation required is to attain a consistency between the solute present and the solvent dynamics.

We can begin the construction of an approximate perspective which provides such real work by inverting the limits of the integral that defines the virtual work \( W^{\text{gs}}|^{\text{es}} \)

\[
W^{\text{gs}}|^{\text{es}}(t) = \sum_j \int_0^t \vec{F}_j^{\text{gs},|^{\text{es}}(t)} \cdot \vec{v}_j \, dt = \sum_j \int_{t_0}^{t_1} \vec{F}_j^{\text{gs},|^{\text{es}}(0)} \cdot d\vec{r}_j = -\sum_j \int_{t_0}^{t_1} \vec{F}_j^{\text{gs},|^{\text{es}}(0)} \cdot d\vec{r}_j.
\]

\( W^{\text{gs}}|^{\text{es}} \) is (minus) the virtual work done if at time \( t \) the \text{es} solute would make a transition to its ground state, \text{gs} charge distribution, along the reversed excited state trajectories, i.e. for both the \text{es} solute and solvent with \text{es} dynamics. This reversal has now expressed the integral in the direction of relaxation back towards the initial conditions before the excitation. We now make the approximation to convert this term to a purely ground state relaxation from point B to A (see Fig. 1) by replacing the \text{es} dynamics by the \text{gs} dynamics, this approximation is made solely for the nonequilibrium average and is discussed further below,

\[
W^{\text{gs}}|^{\text{es}}(t) = -\sum_j \int_{t_0}^{t_1} \vec{F}_j^{\text{gs},|^{\text{es}}(0)} \cdot d\vec{r}_j \tag{13}
\]

In this approximate perspective the frequency shift can be rewritten (see Eq. 9) as

\[
\Delta V^c(t) \approx -W^{\text{gs}}|^{\text{gs}}(t). \tag{14}
\]

We note that some equations hold exactly for each single nonequilibrium trajectory (like Eqs. 1-4,10,12), while others (such as Eqs. 11,13,14), carrying overbar notation, are explicitly intended as expressions for averages over nonequilibrium trajectories. Obviously quantities of experimental interest require such nonequilibrium
averages—see e.g. the basic formula Eq. 5. But the overbar notation for this quickly becomes rather heavy, and to lighten the notation, we will drop the overbars from this point on, with the understanding that we will be exclusively dealing with non-equilibrium averages (as opposed to single trajectories).

A summary can be found in the schematic Fig. 1, which graphically depicts the time evolution of the nonequilibrium averaged shift \( \delta V_c(0) \) created after the initial excitation-induced transition (vertical thin arrow). At time \( t \) it has redshifted \( (\delta V_c(t) < \delta V_c(0)) \) by an amount exactly equal to the nonequilibrium average work performed on configurational degrees of freedom while the solute stays in its excited state \( (W_{es|es}(t), \text{ upper thick arrow}) \), plus the virtual work \( (W_{gs|es}, \text{ upward lower thin arrow}) \) from points A to B; points A and B refer to location on the abscissa progress axis, and do not refer explicitly to either the ground or excited electronic states. This latter work is approximated in Eq. 13 in terms of the average work that would performed if the solute were to make an electronic transition down to its ground state at that instant (dashed line) and then relax with ground state dynamics (thick solid line from B to A). This approximate average work \( W_{gs|gs}^{inv} \) is the one performed along the ground state trajectories that would bring the solvent back to the ground state initial equilibrium previous to electronic excitation. The approximate expression for the nonequilibrium average shift Eq. 14 involves relaxation in the excited state towards equilibrium with the \( es \) solute and relaxation in the ground state towards equilibrium with the \( gs \) solute.

The approximation of one electronic state’s dynamics by the other state’s dynamics in Eq. 13—which allows the frequency shift Eq. 5 to be expressed exclusively in terms of real work contributions—is quite similar in character to approximations commonly used in “linear response theory” discussions of the frequency shift, particularly in a time correlation function context. We will see in Section III C that the approximation works reasonably well even for the relatively challenging case of a single localized charge extinction.

Equation 14 shows that the experimental frequency shift can be understood (approximately) in terms of a sum of two real work contributions. Now since each of these contributions can be partitioned into specific real energy fluxes, valuable information about the participation of the various degrees of freedom may be extracted. For a monatomic solute, each work term can be easily partitioned if we consider that the laboratory velocity of a site \( \vec{v}_i \) within a given water molecule \( (i) \) is given by

\[
\vec{v}_i = \vec{v}_{i}^{CM} + \vec{v}_{i}^{rot} + \vec{v}_{i}^{vib},
\]

where \( \vec{v}_{i}^{CM} \) denotes the center of mass translational velocity, \( \vec{v}_{i}^{rot} \) the rotational velocity, and \( \vec{v}_{i}^{vib} \) corresponds to the vibrational velocity in the Eckart frame (see I). If this expression for the velocity is inserted into Eq. 8, after integration we find that each one of the work terms (either real— \( es|es \) or \( gs|gs \) or virtual— \( gs|es \)), that enter Eqs. 10–13 for the frequency shift, can be expressed in terms of a sum of work contributions, which are real or virtual depending upon the situation discussed

\[
W(t) = W_{solute}^{T}(t) + \sum_i W_{i}^{R}(t) + \sum_i W_{i}^{V}(t),
\]

i.e. energy transfer into different modes: rotation of each solvent molecule \( (W_{i}^{R}) \), translation of the solute \( (W_{solute}^{T}) \) or solvent molecules \( (W_{i}^{T}) \) and, for flexible solvent molecules, intramolecular vibrations \( (W_{i}^{V}) \).

B. An extreme case illustration

At this stage, we could consider a reasonably straightforward illustration—in which the ground and excited state solutes have differing finite charges — of the real excited state work Eq. 10 and the real work approximation for the ground state Eq. 13, the associated frequency shift Eq. 5 approximated by Eq. 14, and the associated work decompositions Eq. 16. Instead, we will examine the simpler but extreme case mentioned in the Introduction, in which the ground state solute is charged and the excited state is neutral, i.e. the transition \( q = +1 \to q = 0 \). This case has the merit of starkly illustrating two important aspects. First, the real work in the excited state Eq. 10 vanishes since there is no...
Coulomb interaction between the neutral $es$ solute and the water solvent. This leaves solely the virtual ground state work and its real approximation Eq. 13 to be considered. Second, the frequency shift is determined solely by the virtual ground state work, whose approximation in terms of a real ground state work can be examined; from Eqs. 5 and 14, the shift for this extreme example is given by

$$\Delta V^c(t) = -W^{gs|es} (t) \sim -W^{gs|gs}_{inv} (t). \quad (17)$$

Figure 2 displays, for the $q = +1 \to q = 0$ transition case, the frequency shift energy $\Delta V^c(t)$ (see Eq. 17) and the partition of the virtual work $W^{gs|es}(t)$ (see Eq. 17) into its contributions Eq. 16 from molecular translations and hindered rotations. The process involved corresponds schematically to the water solvent relaxation in Fig. 1 in the excited state as equilibrium with the newly formed neutral solute is established; in contrast, the virtual work involved in the calculation of the corresponding frequency shift is that associated with the schematic charged solute, ground state “uphill” passage from A to B in Fig. 1. A general feature of the virtual work contributions in Fig. 2 is the dominant role of water librations/rotations over translations; this is remarkably similar to the situation found for the real work contributions for the neutral to charged solute transitions discussed at length in I. So far, no approximation is made (beyond that in the basic models); this is taken up next.

C. Approximation of Virtual Coulomb Energy Fluxes by Real Fluxes

As extensively discussed in Sec. IIIA, and by design especially highlighted by our extreme illustration in Sec. IIIB, the nonequilibrium average work involved in the calculation of the frequency shift and the contributions to that work can be virtual rather than real and not be a rigorous representation of the true dynamics involved. In our $q = 1 \to q = 0$ example of Sec. IIIB, the actual dynamics involve the water solvent relaxing in the presence of the neutral, excited state solute, having started (after excitation) from a nonequilibrium initial distribution dictated by the original, unexcited charged ground state solute (schematically the top portion of Fig. 1). But the average work whose calculation mathematically gives the shift according to Eq. 13 is a virtual work $-W^{gs|es}(t)$ associated with different dynamics: the interaction of the ground state charged solute with the solvent evolving on the excited state, i.e. in the presence of a neutral solute (schematically the bottom portion of Fig. 1 from A to B). To be explicit, for the virtual work, the water solvent is evolving from equilibrium with the $gs$ charge $q = 0$ to a nonequilibrium state for this $gs$ charge $q = 1$, which is the equilibrium state for the $es$ charge $q = 0$; this entire “uphill” evolution occurs in the presence of the $es$ charge $q = 0$.

And—as we have discussed—it is of considerable interest to a have a reasonable, nonequilibrium average real work, approximation for such a virtual work $W^{gs|es}(t)$, particularly in connection with the decomposition of the work in terms of contributions from the solvent molecular librations and translations. For the $q = 1 \to q = 0$ example, this is the approximation $W^{gs|es}(t) \sim -W^{gs|gs}_{inv}(t)$ in Eq. 13: in the approximated average work contribution the water solvent relaxes—from an initial condition equilibrated to the excited state neutral solute—but now in interaction with the ground state charged solute, i.e. with its dynamics determined by the interaction with the ground state charge. The relaxation completes with establishment of solvent equilibrium with the charged ground state solute. All this is schematically the bottom portion of Fig. 1 from B to A. In the language of the preceding paragraph, $W^{gs|gs}_{inv}(t)$ is associated with the water solvent evolving from a nonequilibrium state for the $gs$ charge $q = 1$—which is an equilibrium state for the $es$ charge $q = 0$—to the equilibrium state for the $gs$ charge $q = 1$—which is a nonequilibrium state for the $es$ charge $q = 0$. This entire “downhill” evolution, or relaxation, occurs in the presence of the $gs$ charged solute $q = 1$ (indeed, the magnitude of this average work determines the frequency shift for the $q = 0 \to q = 1$ excitation/relaxation process studied in I). A simple sign reversal in Eq. 13 between this real work and the virtual work above to compensate for the reversed direction does not establish equality between them: the dynamics are not the same since the charge actually present and
governing the dynamics is not the same.\textsuperscript{11,33}

This real work $W_{t}^{gs|gs}(t)$ and its decomposition are in fact directly available from our results in I (see Figs. 3 and 5 in I), in particular, the simulation results for the $q = 0 \rightarrow q = +1$ transition (the ground and excited state labels are reversed in I compared to the present case, but this affects neither the physics nor the numerical results); thus, the virtual work/real work comparison can be immediately accomplished.

Figure 3 displays this comparison. For convenience, we display both the virtual and its real work approximation in a relaxation perspective (i.e., B to A in Fig. 1): the real work contributions are the results for the $q = 0 \rightarrow q = +1$ transition in Fig. 5a of I ($W_{t}^{es|es}$) and the solid lines are the negative of the ground state virtual work contributions in Fig. 2 ($-W_{t}^{gs|es}$). We first remark that at long times in Fig. 3, the Coulomb energy increments (red curves) tend to the same value, becoming indistinguishable at times larger than 1 ps (not shown). This occurrence is in good accord with the argument given at the end of Sec. III A, according to which on average these energies should not depend significantly on the set of trajectories used.

But the most relevant aspect of Fig. 3 is that as expected, the nonequilibrium average time-dependent behavior of the work contributions and the Coulomb energy is not identical for the virtual and real cases. However, the quantities are similar enough that the real work $W_{t}^{gs|gs}(t)$ contributions involved in the relaxation after the neutral $es$ solute has made a transition to its ground state (B to A in Fig. 1)—involving the charged $gs$ solute and $gs$ dynamics—provide a reasonable approximation for the “virtual” fluxes contributing to the virtual work $W_{t}^{es|es}$ computed for the $gs$ charged solute interacting with the water solvent whose dynamics is determined by interaction with the neutral $es$ solute. While there are clear accords in the dominance of water libration/rotation over translation for the energy flow and for the oscillation frequencies and phasing, there are noticeable relaxation time scale differences: e.g. in Fig. 3 the energy gap solvent relaxation (red curves) is faster in the virtual work case. (A related effect was observed by Maroncelli and Fleming,\textsuperscript{17} a point we return to in Sec. IV B).

\section{IV. A COMPLEMENTARY APPROACH: TOTAL WORK}
\subsection{A. General features}

The previous discussion has emphasized the insight provided by solute-solvent Coulomb energy fluxes, and how these naturally arise in the computation of the experimentally measurable time-dependent frequency shift. But we have seen in Sec. III that an important limiting aspect is that in some cases this sort of analysis fails to provide a complete account. This limitation was highlighted in detail in Sec.III B for a charged solute that turns neutral when electronically excited. The natural expectation then is that the frequency shift function $S(t)$, Eq. 5, directly reflects the system’s dynamics on the excited electronic state where the solute has become suddenly neutral. Instead, this function contains information strictly limited to the virtual, rather than real, solute-solvent work associated with the ground electronic state charged solute in interaction with the solvent dynamics of the excited state. While we were able to show a ground state, real work approximation was useful in this case, there is an important point to be made here. Attention to the work directly involved in $S(t)$ is of obvious importance since $S(t)$ is experimentally observable; but constraining attention solely to that function clearly limits our understanding of the whole process.

Bypassing this difficulty is possible once the focus is shifted away from its exclusive focus on the frequency shift, and can in fact be accomplished during the compu-
tation of $S(t)$ without any increase in complexity or computation time. One possibility is to track total Coulomb energy, but a choice which directly involves all the interactions is preferable, and is the one followed here. This more general choice is that of the total potential energy, i.e. to include Coulomb interactions and short range (e.g. Lennard-Jones) interactions; this has the critical advantage that variations in total potential energy will be directly translated into actual kinetic energy changes, which are often more easily interpretable. From a more practical standpoint, this choice comes with the additional bonus that the total force required can easily be obtained from the basic output of Molecular Dynamics simulation packages.

With our focus on the total potential energy, the power and work equations corresponding to those of Sec. III A are completely straightforward (and apply for individual trajectories and nonequilibrium averages). Now the Hamiltonian is simply
\[ H = K + U, \]  
where the potential energy function $U$ will depend on whether we are studying dynamics on the excited or ground state relaxation, which should be analyzed separately. The time variation of $U$ is simply the sum of the total powers on each site
\[ \frac{dU}{dt} = -\sum_i \vec{F}_i \cdot \vec{v}_i, \]  
so that its time increment equals (minus) the sum of the work contributions on each of the sites, which as in Sec. III A can be partitioned into work on rotations and translations (for rigid solvent). The total potential energy's variation will equal as well minus the total variation in kinetic energy.

### B. Rotational/Translational contributions

As with the previous computations in this paper, we start from a set of equilibrated configurations for a neutral or charged solute in water. At $t = 0$ the solute charge is changed in the modeled electronic transition and a corresponding set of nonequilibrium trajectories is followed in time. The energy and work quantities just described are computed and averaged, with the results to be shown corresponding to sets of 1000 trajectories, each 2.5 ps long, with a 0.2 fs time step.

Two cases will be compared to highlight the basic issues involved: (a) the transition $q = +1 \to q = 0$ (the extreme example choice of Sec. III B), for which the analysis of total energy is mandatory if we want to obtain information about the dynamics on the excited neutral solute state; (b) the transition $q = 0 \to q = +1$, where an analysis of the ion-solvent Coulomb energy fluxes has already provided a quite satisfactory picture (see I). In contrast to the situation for the solute-solvent potential energy considerations of Sec. III, here the total potential energy increments $\Delta U(\infty)$ will not be necessarily equal in these cases: in case (a) the water evolves to come to equilibrium with the newly created neutral solute, while in case (b) it must equilibrate to a newly created charged solute. The basic results are displayed in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4](image)

** FIG. 4:** Nonequilibrium relaxation functions for two solute excitation cases in water solvent, related to the monitoring of the average solute-solvent system’s total potential energy, see Eq. 19. (a) $q = +1 \to q = 0$; (b) $q = 0 \to q = +1$.

A noteworthy feature, that contrasts with corresponding results in Sec.III C, is that the work on water solvent translations and librations tends to the same value at long times in both cases. This naturally follows from the fact that here the work performed by the total force is equal to the total kinetic energy increment; since the rotational and translational kinetic energies—which have the same number of degrees of freedom—should be increased by the same amount from their initial equilibrium values, since equipartition will hold when equilibrium with the new solute charge is reached.

It must be recognized that, in the present, more coarse-grained point of view, some specific information is lost. In contrast with Sec. III, which focused on specific ion-water Coulomb forces, the emphasis is now on the accumulated work on each mode, which stems from the forces from all molecules in the sample. This specificity in Sec. III resulted in a plateau for the contributions of the work on each mode (see Fig. 3). These contributions accounted for the work exerted by a charged solute on translations/librations of its neighbors, and this plateaus
in time since excess energy spreads into the whole sample instead of returning to first shell ion-water pairs. For the
functions displayed in Fig. 4, the plateaus reached here reflect the attainment of equilibrium. They result from the
ongoing exchange of energy between all molecules, in particular the excess energy initially deposited into wa-
ter rotations is very rapidly transferred into neighboring molecule rotations and to a lesser degree into their trans-
lations, an issue discussed in detail in Ref. 16.

We pause to remark that we could have of course focused on the interaction energy between the water mole-
cules of the first shell and the rest of the aqueous solvent. While this route could certainly be of interest in particu-
lar cases, we have not pursued this more complex approach since we believe that tracking the total energy is
already quite informative, with the advantage that the equality of translational/rotational work discussed above
provides an unambiguous signal of equilibration.

The most important aspect of the comparisons in Fig. 4 are more clearly revealed in the shorter timescale ver-
sion Fig. 5. Scrutiny of the real energy fluxes for the charge extinction and creation cases indicates that, at the
very shortest times in Fig. 5, there is very little difference in the magnitudes and time scales of the dominant
contribution, that of the work on solvent librations. The value of the total energy flux perspective can be
examined in a more detailed context. To place this ex-
amination in proper perspective, we require a somewhat
extended preamble, and to introduce that we need to first
recall that, in our Section III C discussion of Fig. 3, we
noted the noticeable differences in the relaxation time
scales for the charge extinction and creation cases, and
pointed out a related result in the pioneering Maroncelli
and Fleming (MF)17 aqueous solvation dynamics study,
for the same solute-solvent systems used here. As Fig.
3’s caption notes, the potential energy increment curves
there exhibit the time dependence of the frequency shift
function $S(t)$ in Eq. 11. The numerical results in Fig. 3
and in MF17 are qualitatively similar in reflecting more
rapid dynamics for the charge extinction case; but they
do differ quantitatively, since e.g. the water potentials
used are different.

MF attributed17 the more rapid dynamics to the spe-
cial $q = 1 \rightarrow 0$ case effect of the sudden repulsion—
and consequent rapid water reorientation and spatial ex-
pansion—generated between closely separated water
molecules, when the strong solute-water molecule attrac-
tive Coulomb forces disappear after excitation. This re-
pulsion effect involves real forces and work, but as empha-
sized in Secs. III B and III C, the charge extinction case’s
frequency shift is governed by the virtual work $W^{gs\rightarrow es}(t)$; and this work involves the $gs$ solute charge $q = 1$ interact-
ing with the water solvent, whose dynamics is governed
by the $es$ neutral solute $q = 0$, which is a situation not
actually occurring in the charge extinction case. Yet this
does not necessarily exclude the basic MF-invoked effect.
After all, $W^{gs\rightarrow es}(t)$ involves the water solvent dynam-
ics in the uncharged solute’s presence, starting from the
solvent’s initial equilibrium with the $gs$ charged solute;
any repulsion-related effect in the water solvent would
influence the monitored solvent—(not actually present) $gs$
charged solute Coulomb interaction energy.

Nonetheless, we wish to consider real work and energy
associated with the excitation/relaxation solvation dy-
namics as a probe of the dynamics. The approximation
$W^{gs\rightarrow es}_{inv}(t)$, seen in Fig. 3 to do a reasonable job, does not
help us here; $W^{gs\rightarrow es}_{inv}(t)$ does not involve the $es$ dynamics at all, thereby excluding any dynamic expansion, and so
is silent on the effect’s reality.33 After all this provision
of perspective, we can now finally consider what our al-
ternate, total energy perspective says about this rapid
solvent expansion/relaxation dynamics issue. The story
can be relatively brief, since we have reviewed the basic
librational and translational dynamics of Figs. 4 and 5
already above. We focus only on the shorter time Fig.5,
which is the most pertinent. This shows that the energy
transfer involved is very nearly the same for the water
librations and so that the difference is dominated by the
transfer to the water translational motions. This lends
some support to the MF repulsion hypothesis for the wa-
ter translations but not for the water librations, although
it must be emphasized again that the water models in the
present and MF studies are different. Clearly a direct
explicit examination of the motions involved would be of
interest here, and will be pursued separately. But we can
say here that, with the presently employed SPC/E water
potential, the relative rapidity of the relaxation for the
charge extinction case compared to the charge creation
case is seen in Fig. 5 to arise from the larger amplitude,
and faster, real work contribution of the energy flow into
the water solvent translational degrees of freedom.34 This
completely real work analysis explicitly accounts—in a
fashion not possible from Sec.III analysis—for real trajec-
tory events responsible for the relaxation speed disparity
between the charge extinction and creation cases.

We now turn in Fig. 6 to analogous charge extinc-
tion/creation situations, except now with a negatively, rather than positively, charged solute. The motivation for this is the following. The common features for each excitation/relaxation in Figs. 2 and 5— an initial ultrafast work on rotations (blue curves), followed by a slower work on translations (green), with most of the excess energy redistribution achieved in $\approx 200$ fs— indicate that in this new perspective the dominant role of work on rotations at short times found in Sec. III from the Coulomb interaction perspective is still visible (although at longer times both channels equilibrate, as previously discussed). The potentially general character of this mechanistic feature was already suggested in I from the solute-solvent Coulomb energy viewpoint.

We can pursue this generality issue by comparing in Fig. 6 excitation/relaxation cases involving a negatively charged solute: $q = 0 \to q = -1$ and $q = -1 \to 0$. Again, a short time dominance of work on water librations is seen, with very little difference between the cases. The only significant difference is a faster appearance of the work on translations for the charge extinction case, a feature that also occurred with a positively charged solute. The analysis of structural changes accompanying these and other energy transfers in this paper will be reported elsewhere.

C. Hydration Shell participation

The important issue of the extent to which the solvation relaxation has a collective nature —already examined in I in terms of solute-water solvent Coulomb energy—is now analyzed in terms of our new total energy perspective. Figure 7 displays the results for two neutral/positive ion cases, employing the hydration shell definitions detailed in Sec. II. We stress at the outset that the new total energy perspective allows these two cases to be compared on the same footing; recall from Sec.III A that this was not possible from the solute-solvent Coulomb work perspective, since for the case $q = 1 \to q = 0$ no solute-solvent interaction Coulomb energy exists on the excited state that could be monitored.

Figure 7 shows —not unexpectedly— a dominant role of the first shell, comprising 8 water molecules, at very short times, less than $\sim 30$ fs. The work on the second hydration shell and on the rest of the water solvent is slower and less important, even though it comprises many more waters than the first shell. It is not until after approximately 100 fs that the work on the three defined zones is almost of the same magnitude; this is the point after which total work on molecules outside the first two hydration shells starts to dominate. Aside from somewhat more pronounced oscillations in the case of the neutral to charged solute excitation, no significant qualitative difference is observed between the two cases.

In the context of any “collective” behavior, we can say that the short time behavior indicates a dominant and strong participation of the first hydration shell waters, with the second shell waters evidently mainly responding to the perturbation of those water molecules, an effect that cascades into the third shell. This indicates that any collective effect that exists is fairly well localized to the first hydration shell.
D. Water rotational axes contribution

Finally, we turn to the participation of the water molecule rotational axes in the production of librational energy, now addressed via the present approach. The analysis in I for the cases \( q = 0 \rightarrow q = \pm 1 \) clearly showed a dominance of work on rotations around the water molecule’s lowest inertia moment axis. Figure 8 for the \( q = 0 \rightarrow q = 1 \) case, and Figure 9 for \( q = 1 \rightarrow 0 \), display in the new total energy perspective the results for both the first and second hydration shells at short times. We see that the initial behavior up to 20 fs shows an ordering similar to that found in I, i.e. in the first hydration shell panel (a), most of the work is on the water’s \( x \) axis followed by the \( z \) and \( y \) axes, a behavior also displayed in the second shell panel (b).

![Figure 8](image1.png)  
**FIG. 8:** Nonequilibrium average work on water molecule rotation for the case \( q = 0 \rightarrow q = 1 \) and different body fixed rotational axes: (a) First shell; (b) Second shell.

![Figure 9](image2.png)  
**FIG. 9:** Nonequilibrium average work on water molecule rotation for the case \( q = 1 \rightarrow q = 0 \) and different body fixed rotational axes: (a) First shell; (b) Second shell.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A detailed analysis of energy fluxes turns out to be a powerful and flexible tool to understand the nonequilibrium relaxation pathways activated after solute electronic excitation in solution. When formulated in terms of the solute-solvent work, these contributions can be partitioned into energy fluxes into the different molecules/shells. It is shown however that this analysis reveals that in some cases, the well-known frequency shift relaxation function \( S(t) \), Eq. 6, is related not to a real work but rather to a virtual work, where the solute-solvent interaction is monitored for one electronic state while the dynamics per se are those involving a different electronic state. This situation is discussed via an extreme example of a solute’s excitation in water, and it is indicated how an approximation can be usefully applied to connect the relaxation to real work terms.

In order to more directly deal with real work associated with actually occurring processes, a more general total energy perspective—which is not constrained to the frequency shift function \( S(t) \) — is developed and shown to provide an alternative viewpoint allowing detailed examination of the actual dynamics occurring during relaxation processes induced by solute electronic excitation.

In the present work and in I, since the aim has been basically exploratory, the solutes studied are extremely simple —neutral/charged monoatomic solute—(although the water solvent is not). But here and in I, a number of common trends exist, related e.g. to the initial dominance of energy transfer to water rotations, to the early dominance of first hydration shell energy reception, and to the dominance of energy transfer into the water molecule’s rotational axis with the lowest moment of inertia. These common features’ existence suggests their possible occurrence for the more realistic case of electronic excitations in polyatomic solutes with more gen-
eral charge distributions, an issue to be examined in future efforts.
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32 The aspect of this approximation whereby the solute state and the associated solvent dynamics are made consistent bears a certain relationship to the two different forms of “linear response” approximations in an equilibrium time correlation function description of solvation dynamics. 1.

33 In the context of our comments on approximations, we re-
mark that Maroncelli and Fleming\textsuperscript{17} note that the sudden repulsion effect they invoke (discussed in the present MS’s Section IV B) represents a departure, although not an extremely large one, from a linear response perspective.

Unfortunately the net impact for the charge extinction case of this faster translational contribution together with the comparable librational contribution is difficult to discern in the total potential energy increments in Figs. 5 and 6.